
«We make Switzerland safer.
365 days a year, 24 hours a day.»
Our activities 2016 in figures.
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Securitas AG contributes significantly to security in 
Swiss daily life. 5,407,405 times security-relevant 
incidences were reported by our employees throughout 
Switzerland in 2016. With a comprehensive range of 
security services and our technological know-how in 
alarm and security systems we are able to provide our 
customers with security from a single source 24/7. Our 
experts develop integral security concepts regarding 
all relevant security aspects and support enterprises, 

authorities and organisations in their implementation. 
As shown in present deployment statistics, we have 
done our share to help make Switzerland a little bit 
quieter (829 more noise disturbances dealt with), cleaner 
(1385 more cases of littering reported) and supported 
the Swiss population in conserving energy (14,010 more 
lights switched off). 

Intervening after alarms 51,983
Remotely monitoring video feeds 19,855
Handing out deposited keys and badges 24,324
Returning lost keys and badges 6934

We observe and 
intervene.

355,337 
dispatching  
telephone  
messages

Initial intervention with fire alarms 1422
Fire outbreaks detected 516
Fires extinguished ourselves 820
Open gas taps closed 2889
Devices disconnected from power supply 17,488
Fire-safety measures taken 224,479
Defects of extinguishing equipment detected 750

We protect against fire and water damage. 

474,346
devices / motors  

turned off

Police alarmed 1761 
Fire brigade alarmed 418
Paramedics alarmed 754
Clients alarmed 2065

We ensure Swiss quality of life, 
365 days and nights of the year.

We alarm immediately.
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reports on stationary 
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checked

 31,829
trespassers ordered  

to leave

Assistance provided in traffic accidents  145 
Damage of property and vandalism reported  1938 
Noise disturbances dealt with  3155 
Supporting the police  1674 
Disputes resolved  873 
First aid administered  3444 
Children and disturbed individuals attended to  1560 

Alarm systems armed  27,497 
Malfunctions in technical systems reported  70,758  
Heating-system malfunctions reported  1194  
Snow and ice reported  911 
Open or leaking containers secured  253 
Open petrol and oil tanks secured  140 
Lost property secured  2581 
Defective street lights reported  7766 
Defective installations reported  5117 
Faulty doors and windows detected  6640 
Reports concerning municipal-police duties drafted  5996 
Littering reported  5079 
Unobstructed escape routes ensured  2888 
Suspicious objects reported  110 
Other property damage reported  657 
Further discrepancies remedied  155,863 

We are very 
vigilant.

756,007
inside doors to be 
closed were shut

661,397
windows shut

We protect against theft.

Open fences closed  28,784 
Garages shut 12,525 
Safes locked  734 
Sliding grills, blinds and 
shutters closed  100,515 
Refrigerated rooms locked  1496 
Vehicle doors locked  3223 
Display cases and cupboards closed  18,119 

We protect and  
help people.

 1,712,239
lights  

switched  
off

1634
individuals 

handed over  
to police

784
objects left outside 
secured

1553
keys left in locks 
secured

1191
burglaries and attempted 
burglaries reported
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ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO/OHSAS 18001

Securitas AG
Swiss Guarding Company
CH-3052 Zollikofen, Alpenstrasse 20
Phone +41 31 910 11 11, fax +41 31 911 22 32
 www.securitas.ch, info@securitas.ch

Regional offices in
Basel, Bern, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Lugano 
Neuchâtel, Olten, St. Gallen, Thun, Zurich

Securitas (Liechtenstein) AG, FL-9490 Vaduz
Phone +423 239 65 55, fax +423 239 65 50
 www.securitas.li, info@securitas.li


